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Introduction  
 
DfE decided to capture a Student’s ost-16 Learning Aims by introducing an additional container to record its parent 
called Programme Aim. When introduced in 2020/21 there was no direct relationship created between the two types 
of aim. From 2021/22 this situation has changed and to improve the user experience Bromcom has introduced some 
changes to meet this new structure. The details and guidance on the scope of the functionality has been detailed 
below  
 
All students in NC Year Group 12 or above meeting the post-16 criteria must have a Programme Aim containing at 
least one Learning Aim. There are three Programme Types: 16-19 study programme, Transition and finally T-Level. 
 
The general rule is that only one Programme Aim can be “continuing” at a time with the exception from 2021/22 of 
the Transition and T Level Aim options. Bromcom MIS will handle this exception following rules defined to achieve 
the goal of allowing the user to add a second programme aim with the status of “continuing”.  
 
There are two ways of managing the Programme Aim for a student, both of which are described below. Please note 
that as the Programme Aim is the parent of the Learning Aims, the MIS will update Learning Aims which belong or 
appear to belong to a Programme Aim. However, updating will be dependent on the type of update being performed 
and generally requires the Learning Aims to have a “continuing” Status. In some circumstances, it may be necessary 
to update the Programme Aim to activate some changes to the Learning Aim.  
 
Programme Aims can be managed in two ways, 

 Manage Programme Aims in bulk 

 Manage Individual Student Programme Aims in the Student Enrolment profile 
 
Both processes are detailed below along with some of the functionality for each. This has been designed to be 
consistent across both methods and is described in the following pages. 
 

Manage Programme Aims in Bulk 
 
Permission to access the Manage Programme Aims page is required and can be found under a new subheading, 
Student Post 16: Curriculum > Student Post 16 > Manage Programme Aims. The Bulk Learning Aim Update page has 
also been moved to this location. 

 
When accessing the Manage Programme Aim page, the page will not have any students selected and these are added 
using the Choose Students button. 

 
Managing the page is straightforward but there are some points to note regarding the scope of the functionality. These 
are detailed in the following pages. Please read carefully before using the page. 
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Selecting Students 
 
There are two ways to select students: All Post-16 which is the default setting and is determined by the Academic 
Year selector and Student, (Please note that this option is not controlled by the Academic Year and the Active Date 
should be considered if looking for students in the previous Academic Year) 

 
If changing the Academic Year to the previous year, the Active On Date on the Manage Programme Aim page will 
default to the Autumn Census date for that year. The selection of data will appear as part of the main page heading. 

 
The Active On Date can be changed if desired but note that only students in the original selection will be updated. The 
Refresh icon will update the page. 
 
This may change the data appearing on the page based on the students having an active programme on the selected 
date. For example, if some students have an Actual End Date on 10/10/2020, then refreshing the date to 11/10/2020 
will mean these students will be removed from the list unless they are still on roll or have another Programme Aim. 
(See the following pages for more details)  
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Adding Programme Aims in Bulk 
 
Note that it is not possible to Add a new Programme Aim where a previous Academic Year has been selected. 
 
Adding a new Programme Aim may only be created for the current Academic Year simply because all students should 
already have a Programme Aim if their programme started in an earlier Academic Year. Any exceptions should be 
managed in the Student Enrolment Profile. Select students or simply Apply All Post-16 to the current Academic Year 
to populate the Manage Programme Aims page. 
 
Having selected students, those with an existing Programme Aim will display appropriate data: Programme Type, 
Programme Reference (Learning Aims are attached and identified by this), Learning Aim Counter, Start Date, End 
Date, Planned End Date, Traineeship and Withdrawal Reason. 
 
Depending on the student selection, it is probable to see some students with an existing Programme Aim and new 
students starting their programmes.  

 
Use the checkboxes to select individual students or click the Select All checkbox in the column heading. We 
recommend using the column filters to select the students required when using the Add new function.  
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Note – If the selection of students contains any student with an existing programme, when using the Add function a 
message will appear to check the selection before proceeding 

 
The 16-19 Study programme only allows a single programme to be running and so these must have Actual End Dates 
before a second programme can be created. The exception to the rule is for Transition Programme Aim. See below. 
 
When adding Programme Aims including Year 12, the Planned End Date will automatically be set to the current 
Academic Year plus 1. For new Programme Aims for Year 13 and above, the Planned End Date will be set to the end 
of the current Academic Year, including for new T Levels which should be adjusted to 2 years. 
 
As the Add function is only used for creating new Programme Aims, there is no need for an End Date and the Status 
defaults to Continuing. A list of students selected will be visible when clicking the student body icon. 

 
Where a student already has a Continuing Programme Aim but which is outside the selected Active On Date, a # 
symbol will appear in the Programme Reference column. In this case, a new Programme Aim cannot be added unless 
the existing Programme Aim is a Transition programme. See Adding Transition and T Level Programme Aims. 
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Once a new Programme Aim has been applied to students, the system will check for Learning Aims and attach them 
to the Programme Aim based on the following rule: The Learning Aim Start Date must be equal to or later than the 
Programme Aim Start Date but earlier than the Programme Aim Planned End Date. 
 
Note: Where the Learning Aim Start Date is contained within the Programme Aim date range, if the Learning Aim 
Planned End Date is after the Programme Aim Planned End Date, the system will automatically truncate the Learning 
Aim Planned End Date so that it fits wholly within the Programme Aim.  
 
Learning Aim Start or Planned End Dates contained within but not equal to the Programme Aim date range will not 
be updated. Use the Bulk Learning Aim Update page to address this if required. 
 
Example of typical Manage Programme Aim page after adding new Programme Aims to students for the current 
Academic Year. 
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Adding Transition and T Level Programme Aims   
 
From 2021/22 it is possible to add a T Level with a Start Date in the future and this may assume therefore that a 
Transition Programme Aim is preceding it. If not, then adding a T Level Programme Aim to a student will behave in 
the same way as a 16-19 study programme. 
 
To this effect, when adding a Transition Programme Aim, a second T Level can be added, but the Start Date of this 
latter must be after the Planned End Date of the former.  

 
Add the Transition Programme Aim first, then select the same students and Add a T Level. When adding this second 
Programme Aim, the Programme Type will default to T Level, the Start Date will continue as the next day after the 
Transition Planned End Date and the T Level Planned End Date will be set to the Academic Year plus 2. 

 
Note that when applying the Programme Aim to the students, a # will appear next to the Programme Reference. This 
indicates that the student has another active Programme Aim outside the Active On Date range. 
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Editing Programme Aims in Bulk 
 
Programme Aims can also be updated using the Edit function. Please note that this is a one-way function for updating 
existing Programme Aims and in certain circumstances, the attached Learning Aims.  
 
Note, however, that Programme Types must be the same before editing. Where selected student Start Dates or End 
Dates are different the system will populate the editor with the first parameters found.  
 
Please note that once Actual End Dates have been added and any Learning Aims updated, the student setting is 
effectively locked for editing. To reactivate simply remove the actual End Date but note also it is then not possible to 
reset Learning Aims from this page. In this case, use the Bulk Learning Aim Update page. 
 
As a simple rule then, a Learning Aim will not be updated if it already has an Actual End Date. However, amending the 
Start Date or Planned End Date will still be updated where this would otherwise detach the Learning Aims from the 
Programme Aim. 
 
Learning Aims contained within a Programme Aim with different Start Date or Planned End Date will not be updated 
either as the system cannot make a value judgment as to the accuracy of these dates. For example, a Learning Aim 
has been set with a Planned End Date at the end of one year of a two-year programme. In this case, use the Bulk 
Learning Aim Update page to make changes to the Learning Aims. 
 
While withdrawals and individual student Programme Aims may be updated on this page, the main function of the 
page is for updating the Programme Aims with a Completed Status at the end of or for the previous Academic Year.  
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Completing Programme Aims 
 
The Edit function allows a Programme Aim Status to be updated at which point an End Date must also be provided.  
The Manage Programme Aim page can be used to Complete student Programme Aims. This will also update all 
Learning Aims without an End Date, subject to confirmation on saving the settings. 
 
Completing Programme Aims can be done in the current Academic Year or by selecting the previous year depending 
on when this task is being performed.   
 
Note: If selecting an earlier Academic Year the Active On Date will default to the Autumn Census day of that Academic 
Year. 
 
Use a combination of filters to find all students who have completed their Programme Aim, an example of which is 
shown below. 

 
Take care to select students with a similar Start Date as the Edit will update all selected records with the same 
amendments. 
 
Select the Edit button and update the Status and End Date for all students. When saving accept the option to update 
associate continuing Learning Aims if desired. (Learning Aims will not be updated if they already have an End Date). 
 

Withdrawing Students from a Programme Aim 
 
Withdrawing students can be performed using the Manage Programme Aim page but it would be advisable to select 
individual students for this task using the Edit option as this will update all selected students with same settings!  
 
When selecting Withdrawn, a Withdrawn Reason will also appear which must be added before updating. Once again, 
if opting to update the Learning Aims when saving, the system will check for continuing Learning Aims and only update 
those. 
 
Note – for individual students it would be just as easy to go directly to the Student Enrolment page to update the 
Programme Aim and Learning Aims  
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Managing Programme Aims in the Student Enrolment Profile 
 
The Student Enrolment Profile contains a panel for the Programme Aims with their associate Learning Aims and a 
separate Learning Aims panel, renamed Learning Aims (Not attached to a Programme Aim). As they have no 
Programme Reference, their reference number is replaced with a “!” symbol. 
 

Adding a Programme Aim 
 
The Programme Aim panel is located within the Student Enrolment section. To add a new Programme Aim simply 
click the + button in the right-hand corner of the panel. 

 
A Settings screen will pop up with the full range of options to add the programme. The Programme Type is set to 16-
19 study programme by default as this is the most common Programme Type. Amend all details as required, including 
setting the Status to continuing and then Save. 

 
This will add the Programme Aim to the main panel and a Programme Reference will be assigned to it. 

 
For 16-19 study programmes and T levels, only one programme can be added at a time. The Programme Aim must 
have an actual End Date before a second Programme Aim can be added. An error message is displayed when trying 
to Save. 
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Adding Transition and T Level Programme Aims 
 
There is an exception to the rule which includes the use of Transition Programme Aims which are specifically designed 
to work as a precursor to a T Level. In this case, it is possible to add a second Programme Aim and set both aims with 
a Status of continuing. 

 
Here, the rule is that the T Level Start Date cannot overlap with the Transition Programme date range. When adding 
a T level as the second Programme Aim, the system will add a Start Date for the day after the Planned End Date of 
the Transition Programme Aim. These dates can be adjusted manually as required. 
 
Note: when adding a T level the Planned End Date will always default to create a two-year programme. 
 

Attaching Learning Aims to a Programme Aim 
 
Learning Aims can be added independently of having an existing Programme Aim but they must belong to a 
Programme Aim when returned in Autumn Census. 
 
Given that there are several ways of adding Learning Aims to the Student Enrolment profile, including directly into 
the Student Enrolment page, their addition is not dependent on having an existing Programme Aim. The Learning 
Aim panel has been renamed to reflect this dependency and processes for attaching Learning Aims from within the 
Student Enrolment record are described on the following pages. 
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Adding Learning Aims to an existing Programme Aim 
 
If the Programme Aim exists, adding a new Learning Aim is straightforward. Simply create the new Learning Aim in 
the Learning Aims (Not attached to a Programme Aim) panel and the system will check the attachment rules. If met, 
it will add the Learning Aim automatically to the Programme Aim. 
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Detaching Learning Aims from a Programme Aim 
 
If a mistake has been made, then the only way to detach a Learning Aim from a Programme Aim is to delete it. Once 
attached the rules of the Programme Aim will prevent changes to the Learning Aim Programme Type and Start Date 
which would place it outside the Programme Aim settings. 
 

 
 

Learning Aims (Not attached to a Programme Aim) 
 
Let’s assume that Learning Aims have already been created but no Programme Aim exists. The Learning Aims will be 
held in the Learning Aims (Not attached to a Programme Aim) panel and as they do not have a Programme Reference, 
this will be replaced by a “!” symbol 

 
From within the Student page it is a simple process to add a new Programme Aim, as described above, which when 
added will consume all Learning Aims that meet the rule of attachment subject to confirmation. 
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The result will be that the Learning Aims assume the same Programme Reference as the Programme Aim. 

 
Where a Learning Aim remains detached (see example above), this will be because either the Start Date attachment 
rule has not been met or the Programme Type does not match. To correct this requires two steps:  Edit the Learning 
Aim, amend the Start Date or Programme Type as required then Edit the Programme Aim and update by saving it 
again. 

 
For further information on how to add Learning Aims from other parts of the system, please refer to the Help Centre 
documentation. 
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Copyright 

This document and the software described in it are copyrighted with all rights reserved. Under copyright laws, neither 
the documentation nor the software may be reproduced, copied, translated, or reduced to any electronic medium or 
machine-readable form, without prior written consent from Bromcom Computers Plc. Failure to comply with this 
condition may result in prosecution. 
 
This computer program is the intellectual property of Bromcom Computers Plc. The program is protected under 
copyright law and is licensed for use only by the user who has subscribed as a customer of Bromcom Computers Plc. 
Sale, lease, hire rental or re-assignment to, or by, a third party without the prior and written permission of Bromcom 
Computers is prohibited. 
 
Disclaimer: Bromcom's policy is one of constant development and improvement. We reserve the right to alter, modify, 
correct and upgrade our software programs and publications without notice and without incurring liability. 
 
Copyright: 
 
 Bromcom Computers Plc 

Rutland House, 
44 Masons Hill 
Bromley 
Kent 
BR2 9JG 
United Kingdom 
 

Web: www.bromcom.com (Main Site) 
 

https://support.bromcom.com (Users Site) 
 

Tel: (Helpdesk) +44 (0) 20 8290 7177Note: To  
 

September 2021 
 
 


